Palestinian
students are
go-getters
Aseel, 4th year of Pharmacy
I help with planting, watering, picking,
and packaging ecological tomatoes.
It is a challenging and unpredictable job:
the cherry tomatoes were affected by a
disease which spread to other crops. The
problem then is to find the cause and
how to prevent a new outbreak. The
positive thing about the job is that it
connects me to the earth, our earth.
I also discovered a lot of useful
information about proper planting and
how to be a real farmer.

Sukina, graduate in Mathematics
She graduated at university in July and
is still looking for a job. She is grateful
to the Friends of Nazareth for the
opportunity the scholarship gave her to
study at a high-ranking university.
She is the last of 147 Palestinian
students supported by the Foundation
who have graduated since 1989.
Saida in her second year of
Psychology and Social Work
Being a student in a town with a
majority of Jewish inhabitants and
adapting to a different culture is not
easy. In my first year I was in a class
mainly consisting of Jewish students
and because of the political situation it
was not easy to get on with them.
For example, when I asked a student to
summarize a specific topic, she refused
to give me one, saying she had not
taken any notes, even though I saw her
doing so. I sometimes had to asked for
a summary because the teachers often
talk at high speed and Hebrew is not my
mother tongue. Sometimes it is a bit
difficult for me to pick up all the
explanation straightaway.
But I have learned to rely on myself,
and sometimes my grades were better
than those of the students who are
native Hebrew speakers.

Reema, final year of Theatre, English
Linguistics and Literature
At the last moment Riad, one of our
contacts, applied for a scholarship for
Reema. Her family, widowed mother and
four children, were in financial distress
and Reema would not have been able to
finish her studies without financial
support. In the meantime, she works as a
volunteer in the theater and has just
started to coach pupils in English.
Turkia, third year Art and Design
The second semester had been one of
the most taxing on me emotionally,
from schoolwork to social life to
personal issues, it started off rocky,
and I decided to halt my studies for the
remainder of the semester when the

Reema on the stage

political turmoil hit me the hardest it
ever has in my 23 years of living in this
country. Filling these evaluation forms
over the years, I rarely took a moment
to remind myself why I even received
this particular scholarship. This
semester has shown me that that’s a
long overdue reflection.
My situation
I am a Palestinian woman living with an
Israeli ID card and having to attend
university whose campus is located on
Mount Scopus in Jerusalem, an UN
protected Israeli exclave. The location
should make it hard for me to forget
where I was. At whichever direction I
looked I was met with a view of the
apartheid wall, and the fastest bus
lines to get to school passes directly
through Sheikh Jarrah. However, with
Zoom classes and the overwhelming
academic load, sometimes I forgot
where I was. The events of last May
made sure to remind me.

Action
In the wake of the Sheikh Jarrah
situation, I join the chat group from
students of Bezalel who are
protesting the events in Sheikh Jarrah
by not attending the colleges. I said
yes, because I did not understand
how I was still expected to be a
preceptive designer in the world
around me and I not having seen a
single person express their concerns
over the horror Palestinian residents
of Jerusalem are going through (I am
one of two Palestinian students in my
year and department, and we barely
have classes with each other). I was
impressed by the solidarity the
Palestinian students expressed, and

Halima
Halima graduated as a nurse in
2016 she got married and has
two children. This past year she
specialized in elderly care.
She enjoyed her study and her
time as a student in Tel Aviv,
where she has lived ever since.
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their ability to mobilize such action so
fast.
Many teachers expressed their support
and sympathy for our situation. One of
them admit that the school belongs to
the occupier’s regime, and that it must
be hard for Palestinian students to be
attending that school on regular days,
let alone when the tensions are high.
This was a first for me to read.
Counter action
Somehow, this email reached the
Jewish Israeli students at school, and
some immediately decided to write a
letter to the administration protesting
the teacher’s decision to sign such a
political letter so openly. According to
them, it meant that those teachers
political views are now public and if a
student has an opposing political view,
that student might feel uncomfortable
expressing themselves. Via my chat
group I received the letter from the
Israeli students asking to sign it.
Then I could not stay silent, this was
the drop that made the camel overflow
with me, and I couldn't keep my mouth
shut anymore.
Own reflection
It’s only okay to talk about Palestine
and Palestinian suffering in reductionist
ways, but the moment any sort of
nationalist zeal overtakes the country
all bridges you’ve thought you’ve built
out of sheer humanity will be burnt. Let
alone the fact that the letter was

completely blindsided to the very small
minority of Palestinian students facing
the same ‘biased opinion’ issues on the
daily, regardless of whether the political
situation flared or not.
I still cannot believe I have it in me to go
back to that same institution now in
October, and again be surrounded by
alleged liberals and leftists on all

matters but Palestine.
On my personal end I was also hit by
debilitating bouts of anxiety
The situation was not contained to
Jerusalem. Clashes, as the media likes
to call them, reached Jaffa and Tira
where I and my family live. I decided
to halt my education and focus on
myself and where I stand on all this.

Donate

Scholarship project
since 1989

This is possible via
www.sana-foundation.org

Thanks a lot!

FRIENDS for the
last time
This FRIENDS is the sixty-ninth and
last Contact Letter since 1985. Since
then, the board of the Foundation has
informed Friends, donors and
interested parties with great
enthusiasm about and drew attention
to 'the other Israel'. We have great
confidence in the steps that SANA
Foundation has taken so far to
continue these ideals and wish all
those involved the best of luck with
the Scholarship Project

Allowing young Palestinian women
to study in their own country to be
an equal partner for Israeli peers as
a highly educated woman. That is
the goal of both the Friends of
Nazareth Foundation and SANA
Foundation, our partner NGO in
Israel. Through the transfer, we are
working on the continuity of this in
Israel itself.

SANA is the Arabic word for ‘the light’. The
letters by themselves are also an
abbreviation of three words: ‘Academic
Woman Together’

An exciting year, 2021
program together with the balance on our account at
that moment.

On behalf of SANA Foundation to Friends of Nazareth
Ruud Kronenburg sends us a detailed letter on the
transfer of the scholarship program to SANA
Foundation, our partner organization on site in
Israel since 2009 and mainly involved in the
operational activities of our Foundation in Israel
until now. In summary, he mentions:

Zoom meeting with the board of SANA Foundation. Above from left to right
Trees, Hanneke, Els. Below from left to right: Ruud, Sana and Wil.

Transfer of the scholarship project
In anticipation of the formal dissolution of The Foundation
in 2022 this year the transfer of the scholarship project to
SANA Foundation took place. With Saida and Reema, the
last of our students, an agreement was made at the start
of their studies that SANA would coach them, and we
would guarantee the payments of their scholarships.
The formalities
The formal dissolution of our Foundation entails the
termination of ANBI status. The deregistration from the
Chamber of Commerce required for this is planned for the
end of April 2022. The Chamber will inform the Inland
Revenue, who in their turn will send a letter about possible
consequences.
The Friends of the Foundation Friends of Nazareth
By now the Friends having a standing donation arrangement have all been personally informed. In order to
qualify for a tax benefit in 2022 you should transfer your
contribution to us before April 1st. In April 2022 we will
transfer your gifts to the SANA Foundation scholarship

Khuloud, left, in 2013 during conference SANA Foundation.

• SANA Foundation will be responsible for its
fundraising.
• A new website (http://www.sana-foundation.org)
is on air giving people information on SANA
Foundation and how to make donations.
• Board SANA Foundation. Two board members
are Dutch. Trees Kosterman, married to a
Palestinian, has lived in Israel for thirty years and
is fluent in Arabic. For 15 years she has been
involved in the activities of our Foundation.
Ruud has lived in Israel for six years now,
together with Sana, his Palestinian wife. Both he
and his wife have been acting as board members
for some years now. Ruud is a professor at
various universities at home and abroad,
amongst which the Palestinian Birzeit University
on the West Bank.
Khuloud, a former scholarship student of Friends
of Nazareth and Ragida complete the SANA
board. Its objectives and scholarship conditions
remain unchanged.
The board is looking forward to the new phase for
the SANA Foundation. It is grateful to build on the
magnificent work of the Friends of Nazareth.
There is a continuing need for student support, as
the board already informed us. For Ruud’s letter in
full see www.friends-nazareth.nl/en.

Despite Covid this year a pleasant afternoon with board SANA foundation and some of its students.

